
For Teams 
Rooms
 

PEXIP CONNECT

Join any video meeting from your Teams Rooms 
Every meeting becomes a one-click-to-join experience. No need to dial any number, know details about meeting 
platforms, or worry about the user experience. With Pexip Connect for Teams Rooms, join any SIP or H323-enabled 
meeting, making your Teams Rooms useful for all your meeting and collaboration requirements. Quickly join any 
meeting right from the in-room control pad.

Make every meeting work without friction. 
Join Cisco Webex, Zoom, Google Meet, and 
other meetings without limitations from 
Teams Rooms. Pexip provides a dual-screen 
experience and content sharing from the in-
room HDMI—just like you want it to work. 

Pexip Connect for Teams Rooms:
Join any meeting, share and display content, and place and receive calls to and from anyone

Extend the reach of 
your Teams Rooms   
Pexip Connect for Teams 
Rooms enables your Teams 
Rooms devices to simply join 
third-party platforms such 
as Webex, Zoom, and other 
SIP-enabled meetings. 

Make it easy to be 
productive 
Remove the user experience 
confusion of joining 
meetings and having to book 
specific rooms for specific 
calls. Always use your Teams 
Rooms. 

Simply call  
anyone directly 
Simply plug in the HDMI 
cable and share content 
right from your device 
like you do in every other 
meeting. Simple and easy. 

Any internal or external meetingPexip Connect

Teams Rooms can join Webex, Zoom, 
and other meeting from the in-room 
control panel - and with a full dual screen 
experience and content sharing. 

Interoperability service

Join



Key features
 ɧ Join Cisco Webex, Zoom, GoTo, Google Meet, 

and any other SIP/H323-enabled meeting 

 ɧ Natively integrates with the Teams Rooms 
control pad and user interface 

 ɧ Place and receive direct 1:1 calls from Teams 
Rooms 

 ɧ Share content using the in-room HDMI cable 

 ɧ Receive and display shared content from any 
external participant 

 ɧ Works with both single and dual screen 
systems for meetings and content sharing 

 ɧ Type any compatible address and press call 
to connect 

 ɧ Co-developed with Microsoft to complement 
Teams Rooms capabilities

Product Specifications 
Pexip Connect for Teams Rooms integrates with your Teams platform and Teams Rooms. The technology is co-
developed by Pexip and Microsoft, and is built on Pexip’s industry-proven Cloud Video Interop (CVI) interoperability 
solutions for Microsoft Teams. As a result, you can use your Teams Rooms devices to do much more than connecting 
to Teams meetings. 

Key specifications
 ɧ Compatible with SIP and H323 for meetings 

and devices 

 ɧ Supports direct 1:1 calling directly from the 
Teams Rooms control pad 

 ɧ Requires Teams Rooms on Windows 

 ɧ Requires Teams Rooms Pro licensing 

 ɧ Content sharing from Teams Rooms using 
HDMI or document camera 

 ɧ Teams admin policy to enable/disable 
inbound calling 

 ɧ Available standalone and included with 
Pexip Connect Standard and Government. 
Please contact Pexip for other alternatives.

Read more about Pexip Connect for Teams Rooms at  
pexip.com/products/connect/teams-rooms

About Pexip 
Pexip, a global leader in video conferencing technology, empowers seamless communication across organizations 
regardless of technology platforms and security requirements. Pexip offers customizable and flexible solutions that 
integrate with existing technologies, enabling collaboration and productivity. Pexip is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified.

Pexip is a top-tier Microsoft ISV partner and works closely with the company both for engineering, and commercially. 
In 2022, Pexip was awarded the SaaS Partner of Year award from Microsoft Norway.

Certified capabilities
Pexip Connect for Teams Rooms is based on Pexip’s certified Cloud Video Interop for Microsoft 
Teams capabilities. Certified solutions guarantee functionality, and meet stringent security and 
reliability standards. Certification validates Pexip’s credibility as a trusted partner and vendor, and 
ensures compatibility with future product and feature developments. 

https://www.pexip.com/products/connect/teams-rooms

